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Deus ex goty weapon mods

In: Deus Ex, Gameplay, Edit Deus Ex Item Share Comments Deus Ex, 8 weapon modifications available. Improve the characteristics of each weapon or add additional functionality to the weapon. Not all modifications are compatible with each weapon, as shown below. Weapon modifications [Edit | Source] property upgrade fixes can be installed on compatible weapons up to 5 times. Modifications that add
weapon functionality can only be installed once. A correction summary of the actual effect property upgrade accuracy increases the accuracy of the difference between basic accuracy and 100% accuracy by 10%. Each clip upgrade increases the clip size to +1 (+3 for assault rifles). Reloading each upgrade reduces the duration of the middle part of the reload animation by 10%. Range Each upgrade
increases the exact range of the correct hit weapon by 10% of the base correct range. This mode has no real effect on projectile weapons. Recoil reduces the base recoil per upgrade by 10%, reducing the total to 50% with 5 upgrades. Weapon function laser adds laser sight to switch. Laser field of view provides complete accuracy for attacker weapons (unless range is installed). Scopes add ranges that
can be switched. When insensitive, heatscan weapons generate accuracy penalties and lose the laser's accuracy advantage. The silencer completely eliminates the weapon's firing noise. Compatibility [Edit | Editing Source] ✔ Indicates that the modification is compatible with the weapon ○ Stealth Pistol already includes a range * Stealth Pistol allows recoil modifications to the v1.000f gallery [| Edit Source]
Deus Ex Gameplay Deus Ex Entry Community Content is available in CC-BY-SA. 19 July 2010 at 19:30 #1 I just found the old good Deus Ex on my shelf and decided to play it. Anyway, I thought there might be a list of locations in the DX where weapon augmentation and augmented cans are placed, because I want my new hero to be well equipped for his adventures this time around. I checked out if I left
nothing behind while exploring. Xp's list of hidden locations giving exploration bonuses doesn't hurt so Google didn't always help you find that just some exercises weren't completed this time. If you have a good index of important resource pool places in DX share dependence on others is a strong weakness but a force for the weak. Wisdom and Balance Lies Box, WL 2010 09:07 #2 You can check out DX
Proximity Only Walk My TheNightTerror and Myself: - we both know their nature over time and are rather obsessive when it comes to exploring and collecting stuff. But there is no table - you have to read everything and extract the necessary information yourself. July 20, 2010 09:12 #3 July 20, 2010 09:48 #4 By Koki you suck on the internet. I found this after posting. In any case, there is no list of weapon
mode locations. Thanks guys. Dependence on others is a strong weakness, but a force for the weak. Wisdom and Balance Lies Box, which knows their nature over time, WL 26 July 2010 16:56 #5! Originally published as D'Juhn keeps Deus ex-weapon mode list Liberty Island 1. Range ----- Technology Sgt. Kaplan 700 2. Laser ----- broken generator 3. Clip 4. ----- the sunken cargo ship 5 in the air.
Accuracy 6. The accuracy ----- gunter's prison outside UNATCO headquarters 7. Accuracy ----- Copperell Collins Office 8. The range is from Jacobson's False Floor Hell's kitchen ----- 9. Range ----- Smugglers (2100/700) 10. Clip -----s Mirror 11. Accuracy ----- MJ12 SewerAge Base (illustrated) UNATCO Headquarters 12. Recoil ----- mess room cabinet 13. Accuracy ----- Carter La Gardia 14. A large sewer
leads to ----- 15 and re-airs. Scope ----- Security Secret Room 16. Accuracy ----- box (figure) (see right red circle) 17. Range ----- Barracks Secret Room 18. Recoil ----- 747 Hanger Mechanic 19. The accuracy includes 20 747 hanger -----. Northeast Security Tower (21) ----- rebound. Clip ----- Broken Generator UNATCO Headquarters 22. 23 ----- desk. Mandery's bathroom will reload the room behind the bin
----- Hell's Kitchen 24. The accuracy is the top layer of the lift at 'ton 25-----. Range ----- Smugglers (2400) 26. Clip ----- (1500) 27. Recoil -----s Mirror 28. Clip 29. Accuracy ----- NSF HQ Cabinet MJ12 Base 30. Bot Maintenance 750 31 accuracy ----- mechanic. Range ----- Emery (32). Silencer UNATCO Headquarters 33. Rebound -----'s Arre 34. Range Hong Kong 35. Recoil ----- MJ12 Helibase Amre (36)
clips ----- Canal Road police officer (pictured) 37. Accuracy ----- Boatwoman (750) 38. ----- the 600 39 in the system. Rebound ----- (400) 40. Laser ----- Canal Road Collapse 41. A cabinet clip from the MJ12 -----'s apartment 42. Clip ----- Tracer Tong's Lab 43. Clip ----- Versace Life Security Office Hell's Kitchen 44. Accuracy ----- MJ12 sewer base (illustrated) (this time inside the sewer pipe) naval base (45).
Range ----- Naval Base Truck 46. -----, Walton Simmons, office re-air cargo 47. Command ----- laser super cargo 48. Silencer ----- Electronics Laboratory 49. Accuracy Denpert-Rochero 50. Recoil arm ----- (1200/400) underground comb 51 at Metro. Range ----- Agent Hella 52. In Bunker 3 Champs-Elysees 53----- a locked chest on the other. ----- police officer (pictured) 54. Range of the MJ12 soldier ----- 55.
Accuracy ----- dealer's house 56. Range 57. Clip 58. Laser TheCler Mansion 59. Reload the picture behind Beth'----- 60. Clip ----- Nicolette's fireplace at 61. Accuracy ----- routing stuff room subway station 62. Accuracy ----- Mechanic (750) 63. Range ----- 800 Knight Cathedral 64. Recoil ----- 34501 cells (small bedroom, large bedroom) 65. Range ----- Gold Bolt 66. Reload 67. Scope Everetthouse 68.
Cabinet 69 ----- next to The Laser 2000 Everett. Accuracy Vandenberg 70. ----- MJ12 body outside the main wall 71. Flooded room gas station 72 to MJ12 ----- range. Accuracy ----- Hobo (750) 73. Rebound ----- (400) 74. Silencer ----- Truck Vandenberg Sub Bay 75. Silencer ----- Guard Room Ocean Lab 76. Next ----- Karkian, 01 77. ----- the locker, C1 78. Laser -----, C2 79. When swimming missile sylom
80, ----- flooded area to the right of the sub-entrance. Dormitories ----- range 81. Silencer ----- Truck Area 51 82. Accuracy ----- Dead Soldier (Illustrated) 83. Laser ----- Dead Soldier (illustrated) 84. July 27, 2010 08:56 #6 thank you very much ----- for the grey level! I was sure that if there is a good place to ask about too old games it is a weakness for ttlg others to rely on strong, but strength against the
weak. Wisdom and balance lie box to know their nature over time, WL then dubai hotel M1 Prev list traders will find information about the weapons available in this chapter you can use in the game. The list includes basic descriptions of weapons, locations, available modifications, and places where you can find ammunition for various weapon types. Ammunition can be a nuisance in the early stages if you
want to use a weapon of your choice, but you're not a fan of running through buildings (it's worth noting that the statistics provided below improve the accuracy of about 5 pts, but don't take into account silencers that reduce other statistics on weapons). Weapons can be customized from an easily accessible menu. You can upgrade each weapon. There are slots for specific expansions (suppressor,
attractions) for a specific weapon type. Added extensions can't be dismantled (you can remove them, but you can't use them on other weapons). Upgrades can be purchased in stores or found in the gaming world. Pause at any time of the game and quickly customize your weapons in the mini menu. You can change the weapon mode when it is opened (it must be unlocked parts), turn on or remove the
suppressor or change the ammo type (it is also possible after holding the reload button an longer). The weapon can also be upgraded to a part that slightly increases the parameters: fire speed, strength or capacity. Note - It is useful to study this list and plan weapon loadouts from the very earliest days. Investing in crystals costs a lot of parts - even if you spend time collecting them, you won't be able to
customize all your favorite weapons until the end of the game. At the same time, all custom weapons you don't use should be hidden in the lair of Jensen's apartment rather than for sale. A 10mm pistol and a 10mm pistol can be easy to guess, a 10mm pistol is one of the most common, though it is a very poor weapon. Throughout the game, you can see them lying everywhere, but they are not useful at all
against armored enemies. Accuracy leaves many wanting, which is useful only at close range - in this case, it is recommended to use The Stunner The only upside is the cheaper ammunition that you can easily use when installing full auto mode. Don't upgrade this weapon, search for something more interesting. Use basic ammunition and electric ammunition on handguns; Available retrofits: silencer, laser
sight; Best stats (fully upgraded and motorcycles) :D Amage OutputAmmo Capacity Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed303853503050Revolver Safety can be found downstairs in Jensen's neighboring revolver - a great alternative to the basic pistol. You can choose early in the game (Dubai). If you miss an opportunity, it can be hard to find early in the game without good information. Initially, apartments on
the 2nd floor (M4,8) are available in Zelen. Please note that the apartment is accessed through a window. The revolver is in the safe (code: 9002) behind the refrigerator. If you don't have an augment yet, you can use explosives (frac grenades/mines East Sea to see this. There's not a lot of ammo for the basic Revolver, but it's readily available from merchants. Accurate and high-performance shots, on the
other hand, do not require a large surplus of ammunition. If you don't have a lot of upgrades but aren't interested in discretion, who cares? More importantly, using ballistic ammunition, revolvers can perform better in close-range combat against gloved enemies than tactical shotguns. Use basic ammo and ballistic ammunition for revolvers; Available retrofits: laser sight; Get the best stats available (fully
upgraded and :D Amage OutputAmmo Capacity Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed 651273656030 Combat Rifle Fully Upgraded Combat Rifle Combat Rifles are commonly used by police who can find a lot of ammunition for this type of weapon. In the early stages of the game, shooting can be a little flimsy - except for the enlargement of the protagonist, you can quickly see a big difference in the handling
of the weapon, investing in a holographic spectacle. In any case, it is not a powerful weapon, and there may be problems with the stopping force until you do not plan to use frequent head shots (you can always use a strong weapon for a strong enemy). Nevertheless, after certain investments, combat rifles can be useful during the entire game. In addition, installing range and semi-automatic mode allows
you to use it from a greater distance. Use combat ammunition and ballistic ammunition. Available reconstruction: silencer, laser sight, hologram sight, 4 times range; Get the best stats available (fully upgraded and :D Amage OutputAmmo Capacity Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed504872706030 Tactical Shotgun Fully Upgraded Tactical Shotgun is often used by tactical shotguns to help you find it very
common in the gaming world (with access to ammunition). It is the best choice for close range combat. Weapon stats can be greatly increased, and a number of modifications are also available for burst fire mode to pay special attention to. Devastatter (actor) We share certain similarities to the tactical shotguns described below, but impose certain restrictions on players. Use basic ammo and energy
ammunition for shotguns; Available retrofits: silencer, laser sight; Best stats (fully upgraded and motorcycles) :D Amage OutputAmmo Capacitive Accuracy RecoilReload Speed851251257020 Machine Pistol Pistol, an alternative to the basic pistol machine pistol universally liked by various gangsters. It's a near-medium-range weapon, very common at first, but most of the time, you'll need to buy ammunition
from the store, rather than be found on the street (this situation repeats itself almost throughout the entire game). It's hard to say whether this weapon will find the user: it can use full auto mode, or burst mode (3 shots). At close range, with constant fire, the machine pistol burns instantly through ammunition, sometimes even 100 bullets supply is a cake piece for this weapon. Nevertheless, if you don't enjoy
other close range weapons, you have the worst choice. Use basic ammo and energy ammunition in mechanical pistols; Available reconstruction: silencer, laser sight, hologram sight; Best stats (fully upgraded and motorcycles) :D amage OutputAmmo Capacity Kohler's Office Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed356089556045 Stun Gun You can get 300 credits for tech new store You can get less than 0
credits (M3,14), or you can find it in Kohler's office on (M3,14), or you can find it in Teller's office at (3,14), or before you type in 3.5. With the room door, you can find hanging shelves, guns behind the books. At the beginning of the game, it's an almost indispensable weapon for quietly removing enemies. It just knocked them out, without killing them. It only works at very close range (less than 10m), but falls
like a fly after a few seconds, regardless of whether the enemy is wearing gloves or not. Weapons are not so common, but in the early stages you can make basic weapons (after starting the game in Dubai, you can choose stun guns as part of your loadout). This weapon uses special stun ammo, which is also useful for temporary deactivation of certain robots. Ammunition is very common, and can be found
during all parts of the game. Using special sedative ammunition, this weapon has exclusive available mods: laser sight; Get the best statistics (fully upgraded and :D The Amage Output Ammo Capacity Speed 151411503050Tranquilizer Rifle with a destruction wall behind the courtyard wall in northern Prague is another weapon to choose from from during dubai missions. But if you haven't acquired it, you
can find it in southern Prague, in two different places: near a time machine, in a small outhouse behind a wall (which should be destroyed early using the ability, or weapons/grenades (M2,8); the second spot can be found north of Zelen in a small courtyard (M2,21) - a destroyed wall also exists, then go downstairs and be at the end of the corridor. on the mezzanine. A sedative ammo rifle is a type of single-
shot rifle with a useful scope at a greater distance. Sedative Rounds - The main selling point of this weapon is the type of ammunition as well as the built-in silencer. The advantage of using this weapon is to stun and quiet the enemy instead of killing them. Nevertheless, regardless of where you hit him, each enemy needs a few seconds before he falls to the ground. If he sees, he can be a cause for alarm.
Overall, it's a pretty good rifle, but you should use it with caution. Ammo is available for an average amount in the gaming world. It is worth mentioning, it works well at close range (especially after including laser vision), but all must be reloaded after shooting. Using special sedative ammunition, this weapon has exclusive available mods: laser sight; Get the best stats (fully upgraded and :D Amage output
Ammo capacity speed50120854035 Sniper rifle sniper riflescope sniper rifle is not required for introduction. If you don't plan to use stealth, you can make it your only necessary street weapon by thoroughly modifying it. Unfortunately, the silencer cannot be installed. It has a better rate of fire and accuracy than combat rifles, but ammunition is more difficult to come by, although shop prices are not that high.
Unlike combat rifles, you can't shoot without range - the accuracy of near remote distances is terrible (even laser sight) sniper rifles on the balcony of DubaiYe are equipped with enemy species that you can find more than once, in an additional part of the game. However, you can find it early in Dubai (M1,13). Use the elevator to reach the balcony where your friends are located. At the end of the hallway is
a sniper rifle behind the box. Ballistic ammunition available mods on sniper rifles: laser sight; Best statistics (fully upgraded and motorcycles) :D Amage Output Ammo Capacity +851121757530Light +1-use dynamic rifles are useful for medium- and long-range combat rifles. But if you want to have it (without paying), the best way is to get out of the way near the time machine (M2,8). All you have to do is
enter the building and destroy the weakened walls, then jump down (you can also find a sedative rifle) and you will find an abandoned apartment near the time machine, the two weapons behind the weakened wallMatttle rifle are long weapons with exceptional accuracy, average stop power and low bullet speed. After installing the range, it's viable (because it's cheaper) and an alternative to sniper rifles,
making it easier by ammunition for this weapon (you can find many amounts of it under The Utulek Complex). It is useless for close range combat, another disadvantage is the insolable ability to install silencers (Lancer rifles have this feature) and use basic ammunition and ballistic ammunition for combat rifles; Available reconstruction: laser sight, hologram sight, 4 times range; The best statistics available
(fully upgraded and OutputAmmo Capacity Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed 75102577040 Lancer Rifle Lancer Rifle is one of the rare weapons. To get it for free, you can find it in your throat, which is part of the Utulek complex (M16,8). The second rifle can be found a little more in RVAC row (M17,12). The most powerful rifle in the game - Lancer this rifle is a variant of the combat rifle with the highest
damage output available in the game. Nevertheless, it is somewhat similar to a sniper rifle. For some time after obtaining it, the ammunition is hard to come by, which is why it is mainly recommended for sniper rifle enthusiasts, and takes a lot of space in stock. The bigger drawback is the small capacity magazine, which needs to be reloaded after every shot. Ballistic ammunition available mods on combat
rifles: laser sight; Get the best stats available (fully upgraded and :D Amage OutputAmmo Capacity Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed 10035857040 Grenade Launcher Grenade Launcher is the perfect powerful weapon to take care of enemy groups. You can't upgrade in any way, but you can use up to four types of ammo depending on your current needs. Unfortunately, it's hard to find the main amount of
ammunition for this weapon that traders don't offer a viable option - although a lot of vendors have it, not to mention it's very scarce, expensive. Regardless, if you can save a place in stock, it pays to have this bad boy in hand, especially for tough situations. Grenade Launcher (Car Alarm Surveillance) Devastater Shotgun - When a unique weapon is heavily modified, it is not much different from a traditional
shotgun and it is a unique kind of shotgun. This weapon can be obtained after completing the M7 mission when you return to northern Prague from the Utulek Complex. Available from Mikael (M8,16) for about 5,000 credits. It does not allow modifications, and only damage output can be upgraded. Devastator is fully automated and is the only fire mode available. Shooting from the hip is not very accurate,
but the stopping force is unrealistic, practically blowing everything into the path with one shot. Disadvantages are the available ammo available mods of expensive ballistic ammunition (only available ammunition types): none of the best possible statistics (fully upgraded and motorcycles) :D The accuracy of the amage output Ammo capacitive material RecoilReload speed85 3250306020Otar Revolver Otar's
Revolver Otar's Revolver Otar Bokovelli's Death (you met him during the Calibre Side Quest) does not affect the plot of the game in any major way, but if it does not make a good impression on you, fainting or killing him can at least take his revolver. It's a unique weapon, you can't Or modified in some way, but has certain characteristics that cannot be achieved using a standard revolver - more stationary
power and range is a bit of an excess, taking into account the range of the weapon. Nevertheless, a fully upgraded revolver is a much better weapon. Ballistic ammunition for revolvers available mods: None; The best abilities (fully upgraded and motorcycles) :D Amage OutputAmmo Capacity Fire Accuracy RecoilReload Speed 70525756528 Cote d'Azur (Combat Rifle) - a unique weapon that uses electric
ammunition combat riflesIt is a special variant of combat rifles. It has a built-in silencer, holographic sight, lighting speed of fire. Nevertheless, there is no need to acquire it in the early stages of the game. The benefits are higher than in August when you wear enemies that don't occur at the beginning of the game. In addition, stop power is very unimpressed, and as a result of unusual charges, ammunition
disappears in the blink of an eye (which takes a toll on finances). Unfortunately, you won't find it often in the gaming world, but you can always buy it from TAR. Rifles, inside the lockers of the safes, can be found in one of the safes under the Riflefalisade Bank (M14,45) (you can access it from the parking lot (M14,14). Rifles will be in lockers with ammunition; use of electric ammunition on carbin rifles; mods
available: None; best stats (fully upgraded and motorcycle) damage outputAmmo capacity fire level accuracy RecoilReload speed 156080604030 Next Dubai Hotel M1 pre-listing merchant page download game guide PDF Free iOS app, ePUB and iBooks is here for the future. Deus Ex: Humanity Split Game Guide provides complete practice for all basic and optional quests with detailed maps of all the
main areas of the game. It also lists collectibles and includes character development tips. Deus Ex: An unofficial guide to human division contains a set of information needed to complete it and discover the entire content. The initial page of the guide focuses on the elements that have changed compared to the human revolution, touches on the most important elements of the gameplay, includes
comparisons of available enlargements along with suggestions on the order in which they are acquired, and tells you how to unlock achievements. The guide focuses mainly on comprehensive practice for the game. This chapter contains a very detailed description of all main and side quests. The mission statement includes a variety of ways to reach that area and includes various decisions and their
consequences. The exercises include high-quality maps of all major and secondary locations. Subsequent maps include markers for important quest locations or places with valuable items. The last page of the guide is a variety of comparisons, including information about the location of the dealer or ebook. Deus Ex: Humanity Divide is a direct continuation of the 2011 game Deus Ex: Humans The plot of
the new insanity opens in 2029, and its protagonist is Adam Jensen, who must solve a global conspiracy during a visit to the city of the future (such as Prague). The new game combines elements of the RPG genre with action games, emphasizing freedom of navigation and choosing their own approach to gameplay, based on the patterns of previous games. Jacek Strangerhalas and Patrick Yxu Homa
(www.gamepressure.com) The following hints various tips author: Jacek StrangerHalas and Patrick yxu Homa gamepressure.com Last updated: October 20, 2016 Guide includes: 73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps and starred illustrations. Use the comments below to submit updates and fixes to this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks free iOS app is here for the future. Deus Ex:
Humanity Split Game Guide provides complete practice for all basic and optional quests with detailed maps of all the main areas of the game. It also lists collectibles and includes character development tips. Deus Ex: An unofficial guide to human division contains a set of information needed to complete it and discover the entire content. The initial page of the guide focuses on the elements that have
changed compared to the human revolution, touches on the most important elements of the gameplay, includes comparisons of available enlargements along with suggestions on the order in which they are acquired, and tells you how to unlock achievements. The guide focuses mainly on comprehensive practice for the game. This chapter contains a very detailed description of all main and side quests.
The mission statement includes a variety of ways to reach that area and includes various decisions and their consequences. The exercises include high-quality maps of all major and secondary locations. Subsequent maps include markers for important quest locations or places with valuable items. The last page of the guide is a variety of comparisons, including information about the location of the dealer or
ebook. Deus Ex: Human Divide is a direct continuation of the 2011 game Deus Ex: Human Recreation. The plot of the new insanity opens in 2029, and its protagonist is Adam Jensen, who must solve a global conspiracy during a visit to the city of the future (such as Prague). The new game combines elements of the RPG genre with action games, emphasizing freedom of navigation and choosing their own
approach to gameplay, based on the patterns of previous games. Jacek Strangerhalas and Patrick Yxu Homa (www.gamepressure.com) The following hints various tips author: Jacek StrangerHalas and Patrick yxu Homa gamepressure.com Last updated: October 20, 2016 Guide includes: 73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps and starred illustrations. Use the comments below to submit updates and fixes to this
guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks free iOS app The future is here. Deus Ex: Humanity Split Game Guide provides complete practice for all basic and optional quests with detailed maps of all the main areas of the game. It also lists collectibles and includes character development tips. Deus Ex: An unofficial guide to human division contains a set of information needed to
complete it and discover the entire content. The initial page of the guide focuses on the elements that have changed compared to the human revolution, touches on the most important elements of the gameplay, includes comparisons of available enlargements along with suggestions on the order in which they are acquired, and tells you how to unlock achievements. The guide focuses mainly on
comprehensive practice for the game. This chapter contains a very detailed description of all main and side quests. The mission statement includes a variety of ways to reach that area and includes various decisions and their consequences. The exercises include high-quality maps of all major and secondary locations. Subsequent maps include markers for important quest locations or places with valuable
items. The last page of the guide is a variety of comparisons, including information about the location of the dealer or ebook. Deus Ex: Human Divide is a direct continuation of the 2011 game Deus Ex: Human Recreation. The plot of the new insanity opens in 2029, and its protagonist is Adam Jensen, who must solve a global conspiracy during a visit to the city of the future (such as Prague). The new game
combines elements of the RPG genre with action games, emphasizing freedom of navigation and choosing their own approach to gameplay, based on the patterns of previous games. Jacek Strangerhalas and Patrick Yxu Homa (www.gamepressure.com) The following hints various tips author: Jacek StrangerHalas and Patrick yxu Homa gamepressure.com Last updated: October 20, 2016 Guide includes:
73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps and starred illustrations. Use the comments below to submit updates and fixes to this guide. Guide.
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